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Comment

UNA MEETS:

Institute’s
emerging to
success
It’s a year since the International
Institute of Security merged with
the Security Institute. Una Riley
gets an update from one of the
people behind the merger.  

In 2007 when Bill Wyllie was re-
elected as chairman of the Security
Institute, David Gill (MD of Linx

International) became vice-chairman. It
was the start of a dynamic appointment
that would lead to significant changes
within the Institute. David Gill is
comfortable within the academic
network and has lectured at Leicester
University and at various industry
events on a variety of security
disciplines ... with the publication of a
number of articles on a range of
security and investigation topics. David
is also in his final year of a Masters
degree in Security Management at
Loughborough University. He is very
focused on this new project and
intends to see it through. We discussed
the many good initiatives that have
come and gone within the profession,
and also people who are sometimes
quite vocal about the industry. David
added wryly: "There are a lot of people
within the security sector who
repeatedly talk about improving
standards, raising our game and
similar. However, when you ask those
people what have they done or
contributed to, in order to improve
things few have an answer. The student
membership initiative is, I believe, a
fantastic opportunity to reach out to the
people the sector needs: young people
with long careers ahead of them, as
well as the mature student with
perhaps years of life/work experience
but with a desire to improve
intellectually. It is difficult to predict
the level of success this initiative will
enjoy – but I am confident, the key
word is success. It will be another
significant step towards developing the
Security Institute and maintaining its
position as the largest and most
progressive professional body

representing the UK commercial
security sector.” Certainly with that
type of drive, success seems inevitable.

The day job
However, I also wanted to ask David
about his day job as MD of Linx
International. When I asked him to
expand on his role, David mentioned
that he had given evidence as an expert
witness at the High Court among other
things, then went on to regale me with
some very interesting stories including
several cases that have in fact been
publicised. One such case was
following the kidnap and assassination
of a US company's senior executive
based in Moscow, when those
responsible then targeted the victim's
company's London based vice-
president. Linx International was
recommended to provide a team of
close protection specialists to guard
and advise the vice president (and his
family). This was a complex case and
Linx International was subsequently
instrumental in identifying the main
protagonists. Following a series of
high-level cross border negotiations
involving a combination of financial,

political and legal contacts; a
successfully facilitated settlement
between the victim company and the
foreign nationals linked to the murder
was concluded. It sounds like
something from a movie script; yet
whilst David has a thriving business he
still finds time to dedicate a lot of his
energy to the Security Institute like all
volunteers do. When he initially
became involved with the institute he
informed Bill Wyllie that he could only
afford a certain amount of time per
month; the reality is that he is now
spending time dealing with SyI
business on a daily basis. I asked
David his ultimate wish regarding the
SyI for 2009. "We are working towards
Chartered status, not to be confused
with that of the Worshipful Company
of Security Professionals which is
seeking Royal Charter. This is the
tradition for their incorporation and
does not conflict in any way with the
parallel incorporation of relevant
professional institutions ... which is
what we are seeking. There is a lot of
work to do but we are well
on the road and with the
introduction of the student
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